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ways for corporates to hedge their foreign 
exchange risk at a lower cost. This included 
an index-based solution that was incorpo-
rated into a tailored risk management pro-
gramme for a large European corporation. 

Further afield, the bank created risk 
management solutions for clients in Mexico, 
Finland and Africa. One example saw it 
enter a cross-currency financing repurchase 
agreement transaction with a Nigerian bank, 
providing US dollar liquidity against local 
currency government bond collateral. Inter-
nally, the French bank transferred several 
billion dollars of notional risk arising from 
Asian structured products for the benefit of 
European and US investors looking for new 
trade ideas. 

Société Générale also has some impres-
sive event-driven mandates. For instance, in 
2017 it helped British American Tobacco 
pre-hedge interest rate risk arising from its 
$50bn acquisition of Reynolds American. 

Going forward, Mr Agbo-Bloua says 
Société Générale is committed to making fur-
ther progress in managing risk on a holistic 
basis both for its client and the bank. “As rates 
begin to rise globally and the equity bull mar-
ket shows signs of strain, there will be inevita-
ble challenges for investors and corporates in 
managing cross-asset risks, including credit 
and foreign exchange exposures,” he adds.
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Société Générale’s derivatives capabilities 
are beyond question, and its consistent 
track-record of innovating solutions for 
clients hoping to protect their balance 
sheets or investment portfolios sees it pick 
up this award for the third year running.

“Our key strength is our cross-asset 
expertise and the holistic approach of our 
own risk management challenges, which 
enables us to provide unique, innovative 
and cost-effective solutions to our clients 
– often featuring ideas that improve 
liquidity in a given sector,” says Kokou 
Agbo-Bloua, global head of flow strategy 
and solution, financial engineering, at 
Société Générale. “We are also breaking 
down barriers between flow and exotic 
markets in ways that materially improve 
our service to clients.” 

In terms of navigating political shocks, 
Société Générale responded quickly to the 
fallout from Italy’s populist election vic-
tory in March by reducing concentration 
risk for clients with exposure to Italian 
government bonds. In order to address the 
risk arising from highly leveraged compa-
nies in a context of higher rates, the bank 
designed a new solution that hedges credit 
risk via equity dispersion trades.

Throughout the awards period, 
Société Générale pioneered different 
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